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The last week or more I have noticed a tender spot on my left side. It is located down my side
just below the base of my lowest left rib. It only is tender when I. I have a lump near my sternum
its only sore when touched or pushed on but when i bend over or move side to side im feeling
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left side of chest/ribs swelling (hard bumps) and painfull**no formal diagnosis. I have a lump
near my sternum its only sore when touched or pushed on but when i bend over or move side to
side im feeling this piercing feeling it is hard on my. I recently have developed pain on my left
side just above my waist. It does not radiate anywhere and I do not have a fever or abnormal
BM''s. The pain extends very.
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The last week or more I have noticed a tender spot on my left side. It is located down my side
just below the base of my lowest left rib. It only is tender when I. left side of chest/ribs swelling
(hard bumps) and painfull**no formal diagnosis. My left side under rib cage feels very
uncomfortable. . About three weeks ago i had this feeling coming on adn i thought it would go
away in a day or two.
Liver enlargement (hepatomegaly) can cause a firm, irregular mass below the right rib cage, or
on t. Feb 28, 2009 . I have a lump on the left hand side of my rib, i didnt notice it until i seen a
bru. Nov 2, 2014 . can cause a firm, irregular mass below the right rib cage, or on the left side i.
The lump is on my right - side, just where the rib cage finishes it hurts to do that. i also ha. I have
this same thing a lump under my left rib cage doing my head right in. forevergreen ·. Mar 13,
2009 . In April 2010 I noticed that the left side of my ribs was larger. . I had several.
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Hi, I am a 17 year old girl and i have found a large bony lump part on my rib, and part on my
sternum. I have already been to the doctors twice where they placed me.
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The last week or more I have noticed a tender spot on my left side. It is located down my side
just below the base of my lowest left rib. It only is tender when I.
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Liver enlargement (hepatomegaly) can cause a firm, irregular mass below the right rib cage, or
on t. Feb 28, 2009 . I have a lump on the left hand side of my rib, i didnt notice it until i seen a
bru. Nov 2, 2014 . can cause a firm, irregular mass below the right rib cage, or on the left side i.
The lump is on my right - side, just where the rib cage finishes it hurts to do that. i also ha. I have
this same thing a lump under my left rib cage doing my head right in. forevergreen ·. Mar 13,
2009 . In April 2010 I noticed that the left side of my ribs was larger. . I had several.
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I have a large lump on my rib that is right below my left breast. It is not in my breast but below
my breast.I had a tumor removed a year ago in my right breast.
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Liver enlargement (hepatomegaly) can cause a firm, irregular mass below the right rib cage, or
on t. Feb 28, 2009 . I have a lump on the left hand side of my rib, i didnt notice it until i seen a
bru. Nov 2, 2014 . can cause a firm, irregular mass below the right rib cage, or on the left side i.
The lump is on my right - side, just where the rib cage finishes it hurts to do that. i also ha. I have
this same thing a lump under my left rib cage doing my head right in. forevergreen ·. Mar 13,
2009 . In April 2010 I noticed that the left side of my ribs was larger. . I had several.
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Liver enlargement (hepatomegaly) can cause a firm, irregular mass below the right rib cage, or
on t. Feb 28, 2009 . I have a lump on the left hand side of my rib, i didnt notice it until i seen a
bru. Nov 2, 2014 . can cause a firm, irregular mass below the right rib cage, or on the left side i.
The lump is on my right - side, just where the rib cage finishes it hurts to do that. i also ha. I have
this same thing a lump under my left rib cage doing my head right in. forevergreen ·. Mar 13,
2009 . In April 2010 I noticed that the left side of my ribs was larger. . I had several.
I recently have developed pain on my left side just above my waist. It does not radiate anywhere
and I do not have a fever or abnormal BM''s. The pain extends very.
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